C XD2800_R0.86.1_MMDD.png: Standard, generic routed mode image. This must be used for all customer PoCs and installs.

Best Practices: It is always recommended that you reboot your CXD prior to upgrade—all upgrades if possible, should be done on a wire line.

Additions/Fixes in this release: evaq

CXD :

a. Bug Fixes : CXD-197: .86.1 HOT FIX
   i. Bug Fix : CXD-195: Standby CXD should not push routes into OSPF
   ii. Bug Fix : OX Connection loss when WANs go up and down
   iii. Bug Fix : CXD-191 : avmgmtcrash and OX connection lost
   iv. Bug Fix : Routing table not updated properly when LTE goes up and down
b. Bug Fix : CXD-185 : Re-adding the device to the inventory will create new VPN blank entry
c. Bug Fix : Firmware push from OX doesn’t succeed sometimes
d. Bug Fix : Recover from LTE modem stuck state
e. Bug Fix : VPN Steering via WiFi WAN not working
f. Bug Fix : When WAN health-check intervals are high (more than 4 mins), it is causing unwanted updates to routing tables

Known Issues:

Work Arounds:

1.

Open Bugs:

Priority 1: Data Impacting / Loss of functionality – NO WORK AROUND

1.
2.

Priority 2: Data Impacting / Loss of functionality – WORK AROUND

1.
2.

Priority 3: No impact to Data / Functionality, Enhancement
CXD Configuration

System

Name

Reporting Interval secs (30 - 1800)
30

DPI
Disabled

System Logging

Logging Server
awpvmdfhls01.netsurion.com

Realtime Logging to Server
Disabled

Periodic Logs Upload
Enabled

Upgrade

Check for new firmware (at bootup and weekly) & upgrade automatically
Disabled

Auto Upgrade Day (Local day at CXD)
Sunday

Auto Upgrade Time Window Start (Local time at CXD)
12:00 AM

Audit Logging

Logging Server
https://awpvmdfhls01.netsurion.com

Periodic Logs Upload

Username
log

Password
log